CASHMERE WOOL IS A DELICATE MATERIAL THAT REQUIRES
SPECIAL TREATMENT AND CARE TO KEEP THE SAME QUALITY
THE BEST WAY TO WASH A CASHMERE PIECE
Wash your garment, gently in tepid water. Use a cleanser that is specially made for Wool
or baby shampoo – Since Cashmere is the most delicate form of Hair. Submerge your
garment in the water with the chosen cleanser. Gently swirl it around for about 30
seconds and then leave it soaking for around 30 minutes tops. Drain the used water and
rinse your garment with cold clean water. We kindly remind you that when wet the fibres
become more fragile. Carefully and gently remove the excess water by turning your
garment into a ball. Softly press it against the sink wall or your work surface. To speed up
the drying, roll your cashmere piece into the towel like a sleeping bag. Then, unroll it and
replace the wet towel with a fresh dry one or place it on a drying rack and reshape it. We
kindly remind you never to use an iron, as it crushed the fibers. Always use a steamer. If
you hang a sweater, you'll end up with distortion from the hangers, you'll have horns on
your shoulder, or your arm gets stuck in the hanger and stretches it. For long-term
storage, avoid plastic bins, where moisture and bugs can happily thrive. We recommend
cotton storage bags because bugs can't eat through cotton, and it's breathable, so
you're not going to have that retained moisture.

PILLING
The appearance of small balls is an inherent characteristic of all natural fibers such as
cashmere. To achieve the much-desired softness of cashmere, it is necessary that the
surface of the cashmere be formed by a layer of fibres. Bearing in mind this condition,
every time a friction occurs on the cashmere surface, these fibers roll together forming
balls and giving rise to bubbles. To avoid linting or pulling yarns, try to keep cashmere
pieces away from items with a rough texture, such as bags and necklaces, etc.
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